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“Always try to keep a patch of sky above your life.”

Marcel Proust

AMSS Guinea Cups
4th Quarter Race Report
Guinea Cup Race #5 September 9
With freshening winds and clear skies, the RC chose course 6 (14.41/10.40 NM) for the nine boat fleet of long
course and short course sailors. There was plenty of sharp maneuvering at the start while still maintaining
the Corinthian spirit of the AMSS. The tide was just beginning to run against the line to first mark CB5.
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After a clean start, the race quickly focused on a very competitive close
reach duel between Sally and Chimaera, both of which have great
pointing ability. Their intense
attempt to cover one another took
them close to the sub base and
Ballast Point, while the majority
of the fleet sailed lower and more
directly to CB5. In the fray,
Chimaera took CB5 to starboard
but maneuvered so quickly that
she was able to re-round and still
keep her advantage over Sally,
who sailed closely behind. Altair,
having chosen the NAS side of the
harbor, came in quickly after
Chimaera and Sally, with
Rendezvous rounding fourth.
The fleet took disparate paths on
the downwind leg to CB24,
with each boat making their
best guess as to the advantage
of tide and wind. With steady
winds and good angles, it was
a perfect leg for spinnakers
and A-sails. The lead appeared
to change between Chimaera
and Sally, with Chimaera
pulling safely ahead by CB24.
Rendezvous followed
Chimaera’s lead, opting for the
city shoreline where she found
great winds and a beneficial
lift that had her knot meter
reading above 9 knots with the A-sail stretched taut. On the upwind
sail back to CB19, the boats stretched out with the upwind
greyhounds leaving the other
boats in the distance.
Rendezvous again opted for the city shoreline, giving the crew an upclose view of the Midway’s
anchors, following by a
front-row viewing of the
quays off NAS.

Long Course A was
decided by less than 2
minutes, with Chimaera
taking first in class and
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second overall. Rendezvous finished first in Long Course B and took first
overall on corrected time. It was wonderful to see Maid of Kent out
sailing with us again.
Valkyrie bested Maid of
Kent for first in the Short
Course.

Guinea Cup Race #6

October 14

The RC chose the very technical course 7 ( 11.92/9.64 NM) for the lightly attended Race 6 of the series.
Chimaera stood alone in Long Course A and Altair and Rendezvous raced for Long Course B. Valkyrie sailed
unopposed for the Short Course. With the prevailing winds, the upwind boats Chimaera and Altair were in
their element with the short upwind-downwind legs between CB15 and CB17. After the second rounding of
CB15, Altair smartly chose to “Fly Navy” taking a very efficient and fast,
close course along the NAS that

put what appeared to be miles between her and Rendezvous, the latter having opted for a course down the
middle of the bay.
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The arrival of several Fleet
Week vessels provided
entertainment as well as
necessitating some tactical
maneuvering. By the time
the small fleet reached
CB24, Chimaera was in the
lead with Altair rounding
second, leaving Rendezvous
in her distant wake. The
upwind leg played out much
the same, with Altair expanding her lead over Rendezvous while
Chimaera flew her best to make up enough time to save the time she
owed the other two boats. Ultimately, Altair’s wise choice of course and
her upwind ability easily gave her a 13 minute lead over Chimaera and
a staggering 21 minute lead over Rendezvous.

Guinea Cup Race #7

November 11

Light winds were predicted for Race #7, so the RC
delayed announcing the course until 10 minutes
before the start. The winds were building rapidly, and with boat speeds exceeding 7 knots in pre-race
maneuvers, the RC called for Course 5, a (2 lap same course) 15 mile course that had not been sailed in the
2017 series. With the fleet of 6 boats off to a clean start in 12+ knots, the predictable happened with
Chimaera starting low on the pin side and powering through Rendezvous’ loose cover. By the first mark,
CB7, she had 2 minutes on Rendezvous. Frolic followed, with Altair and 38 Special coming in behind.
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The leg from CB7 to CB20 was very fast, with winds approaching 14 knots and boats seeing 8 knots through
the water. The fleet chose different solutions to the winds that shifted
from beam to downwind, with Chimaera setting a course towards the
middle of the channel, taking advantage of the incoming tide and then
setting their kite to beam reach into CB20. Frolic set their kite early and
started chewing deeply into Rendezvous’ lead. Rendezvous, having just
brought out ill-timed sandwiches, elected to sail the last mile of the
course with only main and genny. This cost her many minutes and the
choice was not repeated on the second lap.
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The upwind leg to CB19 and CB7 saw Chimaera expand her lead in
steady winds. She had 7 minutes on Rendezvous when she CB7 for the
second time. Rendezvous sailed a higher course on the second reach from
CB7 to CB20 and set her chute early, trying to keep the expanding
distance between her and Chimaera to a minimum. The last upwind leg
saw Chimaera open their lead even more, ultimately giving her an elapsed
time lead of 21 minutes over Rendezvous. With the times adjusted for
handicaps, Rendezvous squeaked a first, followed by Chimaera, Frolic and
Altair. Unopposed, Valkyrie won the Short Course.
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Giggles and Snorts

RUM
There are several stories regarding how rum came by its name, with one of the most plausible being that
it was derived from “rumbullion”, a slang word from southern England that means
brawl or violent commotion. Rum has also been given various other interesting names,
from “Kill-Devil” to “Nelson’s Blood”. Following Admiral Horatio Nelson’s death in 1805
at the Battle of Trafalgar, his body was transported to England aboard his flagship,
HMS Victory, preserved in a cask of brandy. It was rumored that when the cask was
opened, it appeared that some of the fluid had been illicitly drawn off, allegedly by
seamen, for personal consumption. Thereafter the practice of secretly tapping into a cask
of spirits – usually rum – became known as “tapping the admiral” and rum itself
sometimes as “Nelson’s Blood.”

SAN DIEGO MARITIME MUSEUM
Rum: Sailors, Pirates and Prohibition This new exhibit tells the fascinating
story of the distilled spirit that has its origins in the new world’s 17th century
Caribbean sugar plantations. It gives insights into how the
production of rum became intertwined with slavery;
extended into naval traditions, local and international
politics, and national economies; and was used as currency
– so much so that rum, and other distilled spirits, helped
determine the course of history. Of local interest is a display showing the Smuggler’s
Alley along the Pacific Coast during Prohibition, the caves
used by rumrunners along Sunset Cliffs and elsewhere, and
why their preferred vessel for smuggling was a Kettenburg.
Kettenburgs produced some of the best known, higher
quality boats in Southern California. They were designed for
speed and ideal for racing.

https://sdmaritime.org/visit/exhibits/rum-sailors-piratesand-prohibition/
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Rum is the drink associated with sailing and pirates. For additional information on the spirit that owes its

existence to the buccaneering enterprise of the Age of Exploration, and subsequently became the preferred
drink of the British Navy, the colonial period and the American Revolution, consult the following:
Difford’s Guide for Discerning Drinkers

www.diffordsguide.com

A History of the World in 6 Glasses by Tom Standage
Chapter 5 High Spirits, High Seas
Chapter 6 The Drinks That Built America












Although simple distillation equipment, thought to be for perfume, exists from
the 4th millennium BCE, the knowledge of spirit distillation is thought to be a
gift from the Arabs. Sugar, with its origins in Polynesia, was introduced to
Europe by the Arabs, carried to the New World by Columbus, and was
cultivated by slaves from Africa.
English settlers arrived on the island of Barbados in 1627. After tobacco failed as a crop, sugarcane,
equipment and expertise were imported from Brazil – and the knowledge of how to ferment
molasses, the cheap by-product. Within 10 years sugar barons became some of the richest men in the
New World.
The New England climate was unsuitable for the agriculture of wine and beer production. When
rum came to coastal New England in the mid 1600’s, it provided a source of reliable alcohol for the
colonists. The importation of molasses followed, and soon rum became the most profitable
manufactured item in New England, accounting for 80% of her exports in the first decades of 1700.
British producers called for government intervention, and 1733 saw the passing of the unpopular
Molasses Act (engendering rampant smuggling). Resentment grew with the subsequent passage of
the Sugar Act in 1764, the Stamp Act in 1765, the Townshend Acts of 1767, and the Tea Act of 1773.
When Paul Revere made his famous ride from Boston to Lexington to warn John Hancock and
Samuel Adams of the approaching British troops, he stopped off for a rum toddy in Medford. Years
subsequent to independence, John Adams wrote “I know not why we should blush to confess that
molasses was an essential ingredient in American independence.”
To celebrate his 1789 inauguration, George Washington ordered a barrel of Barbados rum.
“Out of the cheap molasses of the French Islands, New England made the rum which was the chief
source of her wealth …from which she bought slaves … and paid her balances to the English
merchants.” Woodrow Wilson U.S. President 1856 – 1924
PIRATES : For a wealth of information on the history of thievery at sea,

including the decades of privateering and buccaneering leading up to the
relatively short Golden Age of Piracy, consult the works of our local expert at
UCSD, Associate Professor Mark G. Hanna (B.A. Yale, PhD. Harvard & an
endowed Chair of Maritime History at our Maritime Museum). To create his
lectures and write his book, Pirate Nests and the Rise of the British Empire,
1570 – 1740, Dr. Hanna consulted the world-renowned Hill collection &
archives at UCSD Library. His work focuses on piracy, smuggling and other
illicit activities in early America and the British Empire; and in analyzing
the rise and fall of international piracy, Hanna explores the often overt
support of sea marauders by authorities, merchants, and maritime
communities, and how these enterprises contributed to the commercial
development and economic structure of port towns. Learn why privateers are
considered early “citizen scientists” of flora and fauna abroad. And that Sir
Frances Drake was not just a sea captain; he was also a slave trader and
privateer in the Elizabethan era. The infamous Blackbeard, and many Caribbean pirates, started on smaller
reef-running sloops before “acquiring” larger vessels.
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San Diego Yacht Club HOT RUM SERIES
Sunny days on the sea filled with enthusiasm, excitement, wind, foam, glitter, and smiles!
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A Way With Words
Flotsam Anything floating in the water from which there is no response when an offer of a cocktail is
made. ( A Sailors Dictionary by Henry Beard & Roy McKie )
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AMSS HALF-PINT of RUM Dec.9
“Be happy for this moment. This moment is your life.”
The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam
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Fiddler’s Green
Fiddler’s Green

is a legendary supposed afterlife where there is perpetual mirth, a fiddle
that never stops playing, and dancers who never tire. In 19th Century maritime folklore it was a kind of
afterlife for sailors who have served at least 50 years at sea. Its origins are obscure. In general, historical
data referencing Fiddler’s Green refers to both the sailor’s and cavalry’s paradise. The Oxford English
Dictionary 2nd Ed. has a citation from 1825 as the sailors’ paradise. Some reference the 5 th Royal Irish
Lancers, who trace their origins back to 1689. Since the 19th C, British sailors have called the traditional
heaven of mariners Fiddler’s Green, “a place of unlimited rum and tobacco”. It is also cited by the 11th
Marine Regiment, 1st Marine Division. Later references are found in literature and song (Frederick Marryat,
Herman Melville, Ernest Gann, Richard McKenna, Robert Heinlein, Irish Rovers, etc). An interesting
source for similar legends is Jonathan Eyer’s Don’t Shoot the Albatross, Nautical Myths and Superstitions
(2011) ISBN 978-1-4081-3131-2

“I am a citizen of the most beautiful nation on earth. A nation whose laws are harsh but
simple, a nation that never cheats, which is immense and without borders, where life is
lived in the present. In this limitless nation of wind, light and peace, there is no other
ruler besides the sea.”
Bernard Moitessier

A special “Thank you” to Mark Albertazzi for his artistic contributions in photography (8), to Dana
Joseph for her technical advice, and to John Buser and Greg Stewart for all they do to make our
AMSS events as special as they are.
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